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Hi to all our
members and
anyone else
around the world
that takes the time
to read our
monthly
newsletter. February already, and I for one am
not really sure where 2018 disappeared to !!
Our February Medical Mission was conducted
at the Ninabel Basketball Court in Camachiles,
and was supported by staff and nurses from
Deakin University. Photographs and a short
article follow on later in this newsletter. In all, we
administered medicines to 481 children, issued

one regular wheelchair and referred three
children for hearing aids. Of note, was the
willingness of the Deakin University visitors to
donate lots of gifts to the children and at the end,
left with us all their unused medical supplies.
Furthermore, one of their team will again visit the
Philippines next month and has indicated that he
will deliver us a significant number of medical
instruments such as forceps and tweezers. Our
sincerest thanks to you all.
AND a few words from our Senior Vice
President, Chris Weeks, that are well worth
reporting:
"Many of the nurses attending the Medical
Mission were emotionally touched by the
children that they encountered, even to the
extent that one made a personal gift of over
P1,700 in cash to help pay for necessary
medicines that a cerebral palsy boy's
grandmother (his mother is deceased) struggles
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to find. The grandmother dissolved into tears,
because someone - and especially a foreigner cared enough to give a helping hand. Needless to
say the nurse was in tears as well. We had already
given the boy a wheelchair that morning, so
between the wonderful and generous action of
the nurse, along with the RSL support, we have
definitely achieved our objective of making a
lasting and positive difference in the life of that
child and his family. "
As previously mentioned a number of times,
the next consignment of Special Wheelchairs has
arrived in Subic Bay and although I have
personally seen them, we are STILL going through
the importation issues (Costs) with the customs
folks. We now have a waiting list of
approximately 70 children, a particularly
frustrating situation for all of us.
Construction of the new clubrooms and
wheelchair storage and assembly facility should
start soon !
Australia Day 2019. The Australia Day function
for all members and their families was held on Sat
26th Jan, at the Fenson Hotel. A great day was
had by all, and to date, all committee members
have only had positive feedback. As such, and
subject to approval of the membership, we will
conduct the same type of activity for Australia
Day again in 2020.
RSL AC Blood Bank. As mentioned some
months back, we still need a volunteer to
coordinate and run the RSL AC Sub-Branch Blood
bank. Should anyone be interested, please
contact me ASAP
Feeding Program Assistance. One of our
members is seeking some assistance for his own
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program of feeding approximately 200 hundred
children every day. Photographs of this program
are included later in this newsletter. He needs a
volunteer or volunteers to assist him on one day a
week, more if at all possible. The volunteer/s
need to have transport of some form, and be
available to meet at Phillies Bar at 8 am, with the
finish time being approximately 10 am. Anyone
interested in supporting this very wonderful and
generous program should get in touch with any
member of our committee for further details.
Monster Raffle. Two of our hardworking
members, Roo and Graham, in conjunction with
the staff of the Envy Bistro Sports Suites, are
currently organizing a Monster raffle, which, in
the absence of the Annual Australia Day Fiesta,
will be our major fund raising event for 2019. Full
details will be advertised ASAP at Envy, and in the
Blue Book and our RSL Newsletter, however, very
briefly, the raffle will run for the entire NRL
season. The 14 prizes have a total value of
approximately P365 k and it will be drawn after
the Grand Final on 6th Oct 2019. Tickets will be
on sale at the Fenson, Walkabout, Kokomos, La
Bamba, Emotions, Baby Dolls, Garfield's and Envy
Bistro.
Finally, on behalf of you all, I would like to wish
two of our hard working committee members,
Philip Salmon and David Shine a speedy recover
from their recent medical
procedures/hospitalisation.
That's all from me this month, I look forward
to seeing you all in the not too distant future.
Best Regards,
Gary B
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With Every Other Senior Officer Dead, the Battle Control Officer of the
USS San Francisco Waded through Waist Deep Water to Save the Ship

Lieutenant Junior Grade Herbert E. Schonland and USS San Francisco

It is a scenario we have seen play out in the movies time and time again. Amidst heavy combat, a naval vessel is
taking on water fast as the crew scrambles around to contain the damage. Yet, for some men, Hollywood could
only paint a vague shadow of what such an experience is really like. For Lieutenant Commander Herbert
Schonland, this would be his reality off the coast of Guadalcanal in 1942.
During an intense night-time naval battle with the Imperial Japanese Navy, Lieutenant Commander Schonland
would find himself in command of the USS San Francisco after an Admiral, the Captain, and every other senior
officer had been killed. In the pitch black of night with nothing but a hand lantern for illumination, he waded
through waist-deep water and saved the ship.
For his actions, he would receive the Medal of Honor and the gratitude of every sailor on that ship who didn’t
feel like going for a swim that night.
Fit for Duty at Sea
Born in 1900 Portland Maine, Herbert’s Schonland seemed destined for a life at sea. Appointed to attend the US
Naval Academy at Annapolis, he graduated in 1925 as an ensign and reported to the USS Utah for sea duty.
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During the years prior to World War II, he would serve on a variety of ships as was common for an up-andcoming officer. However, in June 1939 he would be assigned to the heavy cruiser USS San Francisco where he
would remain until 1944.
The men of the USS San Francisco can count their blessings that such a skilled and able battle control officer was
gifted to them. Otherwise, the San Francisco would find herself today making a beautiful coral reef for tropical
fish off the coast of Guadalcanal.

← USS San Francisco
The USS San Francisco would play a
pivotal role early on in the war. As fate
would have it, the San Francisco was in
Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941
awaiting maintenance and upgrades.
With much of the ship broken down
for an overhaul, her ammunition was
in storage and many of the guns had
been removed.
When the Japanese began the attack,
only small arms and two .30 in (7.6mm)
machine guns were available. With
most of the officers and enlisted men
absent from the ship, those who
remained behind did their best to fight
back with what they could and some crossed over onto other ships to help man their weapon systems.
It remains to be seen whether or not the San Francisco’s disheveled state played a role, but the San Francisco
would escape the attack on Pearl Harbor without being bombed or damaged. As a result, with a quick workup
and turnaround, she set out to sea in mid-December where she would play a vital role as one of the few
unscathed ships of the Pacific Fleet.
Aboard, Lieutenant Commander Schonland would serve as the damage control officer and a late 1942
rendezvous with the Japanese off Guadalcanal would push his abilities to the limit.
Naval Battle of Guadalcanal
In August 1942, the US landed on Guadalcanal to seize a Japanese airfield under construction with the potential
to threaten Australia. Later renamed Henderson Field, the Japanese would make multiple attempts to reclaim
the airfield which required the presence of additional troops who were to be ferried in by sea.
As a result, a game of cat and mouse occurred around these islands as the Japanese and Americans attempted
to locate and discern the other’s fleet movements.
On the afternoon of November 12, 1942, a Japanese air group attacked the task force of which the USS San
Francisco was a part. During this aerial attack, a damaged torpedo bomber crash into the San Francisco killing 15
men and wounding 30. After evacuating the wounded and deceased, the San Francisco joined the hunt for the
Japanese fleet.
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Sometime after midnight on the morning of November 13, one of the key early naval engagements of World
War II would take place. When the time for action came, the San Francisco opened fire in the pitch dark night
upon an enemy cruiser and destroyer. Fully engaged with the enemy, the San Francisco would soon find herself
in the sights of a Japanese battleship,
destroyer, and cruiser making her the
unwelcome recipient of a trifecta of naval
fire.

<<<<< Battle of Guadalcanal
The San Francisco continued to fight back
as the Japanese ships pounded her deck,
but the heavy fire took out many of her
guns and a direct hit on the navigation
bridge killed or severely wounded all of the
senior officers to include Admiral Callahan
and the ship’s Captain Cassin Young.
Meanwhile below deck, Lieutenant
Commander Schonland was working
feverishly to contain the damage from the
40 plus hits they had taken just above the
waterline. The USS San Francisco was
taking on water fast and the situation looked grim were it not for Schonland’s ingenuity.
Saving the Ship Just in Time
After being informed he was the senior officer left alive, Schonland opted to remain below deck to save the
ailing ship while leaving the capable Lieutenant Commander Bruce McCandless in charge to navigate.
It wasn’t that tough a call for Schonland to turn down the opportunity to command the ship as once the ship falls
below the surface of the sea there is very little left to command. Sloshing through waist deep water in the pitch
black, he fought to contain the damage and pump out the water.
Realizing that the second deck’s pumps were inadequate, Schonland made the genius call to send the water
down to the lower decks where the much higher capacity bilge pumps could get the job done. Instructing the
engine room to have the bilge pumps going at full capacity and giving the crew below a heads up that a wall of
water was about to come their way, he opened the hatches to the lower decks.
Not only did this plan work, but sending the water to the bottom decks actually help lower the center of gravity
giving the ship greater stability during the effort to save it.
Early that morning, the USS San Francisco was able to turn what seemed like an imminent sinking into an ability
to head out for repairs under her own power. For his actions, Lieutenant Commander Schonland would be
awarded the Medal of Honor and become the poster child for the type of man you wanted on board when your
ship was going down.
He continued to serve at sea until 1944 when he was sent to the Naval training school in San Francisco, California
to become an instructor for his beloved damage control.
It was here that he would finish out the war as he passed on his knowledge to the next generation of sailors as
only one with a Medal of Honor could do
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TIME FOR A BIT OF LEVITY

On the outskirts of a small town, there
was a big, old pecan tree just inside the
cemetery fence. One day, two boys
filled up a bucketful of nuts and sat down
by the tree, out of sight, and began
dividing the nuts. "One for you, one for
me, one for you, one for me," said one
boy. Several dropped and rolled down
toward the fence.
Another boy came riding along the road
on his bicycle. As he passed, he
thought he heard voices from inside the
cemetery. He slowed down to
investigate. Sure enough, he heard,
"One for you, one for me, one for you,
one for me ...."
He just knew what it was. He jumped back on his
bike and rode off. Just around the bend, he met
an old man with a cane, hobbling along.
"Come here quick," said the boy, "you won't
believe what I heard! Satan and the Lord are
down at the cemetery dividing up the souls!"

The old man whispered, "Boy, you've been tellin'
me the truth. Let's see if we can see the Lord...?"
Shaking with fear, they peered through the fence,
yet were still unable to see anything. The old man
and the boy gripped the wrought iron bars of the
fence tighter and tighter as they tried to get a
glimpse of the Lord.

The man said, "Beat it, kid, can't you see it's hard
for me to walk." When the boy insisted though,
the man hobbled slowly to the cemetery.

At last, they heard, "One for you, one for me.
That's all. Now let's go get those nuts by the
fence and we'll be done...."

Standing by the fence they heard, "One for you,
one for me. One for you, one for me."

They say the old man had the lead for a good
half-mile before the kid on the bike passed him.

DISCLAIMER
The Angeles City Sub-Branch of the R&SLA, the Committee and the Editor take no responsibilities for any errors, omissions or inaccuracies contained in this newsletter.
Nor do they accept any liability for loss or damage suffered directly or indirectly for use of information contained in this newsletter. Nor do they warrant that articles or
opinions published in this newsletter are necessarily the opinions held by the Sub-branch, the Committee or the Editor
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Once again we thank member Paul Baker for this article. Contributions are always welcome
for inclusion in our newsletters. Ed
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THE BOMBING OF DARWIN,
19 FEBRUARY 1942
Part 2: Honouring the Filipinos
Throughout 2018, while the Commonwealth and Allied nations marked the final year of World War 1, almost overlooked was the anniversary
of an event much closer to home – the anniversary of the Bombing of Darwin.
The casualty count from the Bombing of Darwin was certainly not of the scale of the Great War, but three things stand out: the defenders
believed at the time that the continent of Australia was genuinely under threat of invasion, the majority of deaths came from the civilian
population and, from the 252 documented deaths, 22 were Filipinos.
Invasion
By the time of the first Japanese attacks on Darwin on 19 February 1942, New Britain had already been occupied. Rabaul had suffered its
first attack from Japanese bomber aircraft on 4 January 1942, and the invasion of New Britain by the Japanese South Seas Force (Nankai
Shitai) commenced on 20 January.
Most of the defenders were officially listed as ‘Missing’ with effect 25 January 1942. Significantly, at that time these soldiers were not members
of the Second AIF – they had not deployed ‘overseas’ because New Britain was part of the Australian Mandated Territory of New Guinea,
the Army’s 8th Military District.
Darwin
So too, the Northern Territory was the Australian Army’s 7th Military District. Much has been written about the raids, and many authors have
tried to correct the myths and falsehoods surrounding those events.
Of relevance to the Filipino community, it is now known that on that fateful day, five Filipino-Australian civilians were killed on Darwin wharf,
one Filipino sailor was killed when the American warship USS Peary was sunk in Darwin Harbour, and sixteen Filipino merchant sailors died
as a result of enemy action.
Merchant Sailors
The Filipino merchant sailors certainly died as a result of enemy action, but their ships were never in Darwin Harbour – they were attacked
in the waters off northern Australia after the raid on Darwin.
In total, there were 105 Filipinos serving as crew of the SS Florence D (37 men) and SS Don Isidro (68), employed under Agreements with
the Master. These were cargo ships which had been contracted by the US Army to be blockade-runners to the Philippines, to carry rations,
weapons and ammunition to the besieged garrisons at Bataan and on Corregidor Island.
In the sinking of SS Don Isidro, eleven Filipinos were killed while two later died in Darwin of their wounds. One of the wounded crewmen
who survived was Francisco J Salveron (1910-1998): his Australian-born son later served in South Vietnam as 1731040 Private Douglas
Javing Salveron, a rifleman with 6 Section, 11 Platoon, ‘D’ Company of the 6th Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment (6RAR), killed-in-action
in the battle of Long Tan.
The Honorary Consul-General for the Philippines Mr John Rivas arranged a ceremony in Darwin on 18 February 2014. I organised a
commemorative plaque honouring these Filipinos, which was jointly unveiled by Her Excellency the Ambassador of the Philippines to
Australia Mrs Belen F Anota and the Honourable Peter Styles MLA, Minister of Multicultural Affairs for the Northern Territory.
This special event was held on the anniversary of the day the ships were first attacked, to honour the service of Filipinos and their involvement
in World War 2, and to recognise the sacrifice of these men who died in Darwin and in the northern waters of Australia.
The Philippine Embassy said: “The solemn and meaningful commemoration truly served as a testament to the significant contribution of the
Filipino community to the military history of Australia”. See more here:
https://www.philembassy.org.au/latest/news/northern-territory-government-honors-the-sacrifices-of-filipino-merchant-mariners-during-thebombing-of-darwin
An interesting matter that has now come to light reveals that some of the officers and crewmen of these secret blockade-runners were
reserve members of the Offshore Patrol (OSP), a branch of the wartime Philippine Army (by 1951 however, the OSP separated from the
Army and became the Philippine Navy).
Rafael J Cisneros, Master of the SS Don Isidro, held the rank of a Reserve Captain in the Offshore Patrol. Captain Carmelo Lopez Manzano
y Samson, Master of the SS Florence D and wounded during the attack, had graduated from the Philippine Nautical School in 1924, and
rose to be a Major in the OSP.
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US Navy
In the attack on Darwin, the USS Peary (DD226) was bombed five times, and sank within about 40 minutes: the Peary’s machine-guns
continued to fire at the Japanese aircraft even as she sank.
Research has now revealed that 04979679 Cook Second Class Joseph Tapia was killed when the Peary sank in Darwin Harbour. Tapia,
from Cavite in the Philippines, had enlisted on 8 October 1937.
He remains entombed in the wreck of the Peary, and is memorialised in the Manila American Cemetery and Memorial at Fort Bonifacio,
Taguig City, Manila. A 4-inch gun was salvaged from the wreck and since 1992 has stood in Bicentennial Park, pointing to the Peary’s resting
place in Darwin Harbour; a plaque names the officers and crewmen who died.
Waterside Workers
Five Filipino-Australian waterside workers were among those killed during the bombing. Their names are honoured on a plaque at the Darwin
City Council offices which was unveiled on 19 February 1971 by the Governor-General Sir Paul Hasluck.
One of them, Ricardo Warivin Da Souza Conanan (1894-1942), had been a volunteer for the Australian Imperial Force during World War 1.
While undergoing training at Fraser’s Hill Camp (now Enoggera military barracks), Ricardo was discharged on 17 December 1915 as
permanently medically unfit. He suffered from sciatica and diver’s palsy as a result of being a pearlshell diver for at least the preceding six
years, a common disability found amongst former divers in the Philippines even today.
Ricardo Conanan did not get to serve overseas in that war, and he lost his life in the next one. But between the two, he was sworn in as a
Special Constable in July 1924 for a police expedition to Arnhem Land to search for supposed survivors of the SS Douglas Mawson, a ketchrigged wooden steamer which had been wrecked by a cyclone in the Gulf of Carpentaria on 29 March 1923, lost without a trace (see Part 1,
in the January newsletter).
75th Anniversary
The Northern Territory hosted a series of events in February 2017 to mark the 75th anniversary of the Bombing of Darwin. A summary
‘Commemorating the Filipinos killed in northern Australia on 19 February 1942’ was published in a special magazine – the ‘The Bombing of
Darwin, 75th Anniversary Commemorative Magazine’ – which was included with the Sunday Territorian newspaper of 19 February 1942.
The Territory Remembers
A record of the service and sacrifice of the Filipinos and Filipino-Australian who died on 19 February 1942 was included as a chapter in the
e-book “The Territory at War, A Collection of Stories” published in 2017 by the Northern Territory Government at the time of the 75th
anniversary of the Bombing of Darwin.
The chapter ‘Commemorating the Filipinos’ can be found on pages 119-134. This is a link to the complete e-book:
https://researchoutput.csu.edu.au/ws/portalfiles/portal/21569906
Honouring the Filipinos
A summary tribute to Filipinos and Filipino-Australians who died in the Bombing of Darwin was published on the website of the Philippine
Embassy in Canberra to raise awareness on of this significant contribution and sacrifice:
https://dms.philembassy.org.au/index.php/website/latest/news/129-tribute-to-filipinos-and-filipino-australians-who-died-in-the-bombing-ofdarwin-19-february-1942-excerpts-from-the-territory-remembers-commemorating-the-filipinos-by-maj-paul-a-rosenzweig-ret/file
Through these works I hope to continue paying tribute to the Filipino-Australians who served in the Australian military forces between 1915
and 1975, and also those who lost their lives during the Bombing of Darwin. Hopefully this work will ensure that these Filipino-Australians –
our ‘Fil-Anzacs’ – will not be forgotten.
Lest we Forget
Paul A Rosenzweig
ThanksDigger@gmail.com
More info at: https://www.facebook.com/Thanks.Digger
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Thanks Digger
The ‘Thanks Digger’ Facebook page has been
established as a tribute to all personnel and others
who have served in the defence of Australia and
Australia’s interests.
https://www.facebook.com/Thanks.Digger | ThanksDigger@gmail.com
Captions
Image 1: This ‘Roll of Honour – Bombing of Darwin’ was published in the north Australian newspaper Australian Military News in February 1997 for the
55th anniversary of the Bombing of Darwin.
Image 2: On the 70th anniversary of the Bombing of Darwin in 2012, a Wharf Memorial was unveiled in Darwin to specifically commemorate the
waterside workers killed on the wharf.
Image 3: This summary was published in ‘The Bombing of Darwin, 75th Anniversary Commemorative Magazine’, which was included with the Sunday
Territorian newspaper of 19 February 2017.
Image 4: A chapter on the Filipinos and Filipino-Australian who died on 19 February 1942 was included in “The Territory at War, A Collection of Stories”
published in 2017 by the Northern Territory Government.
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Do not forget, if dialing ‘in-country’ add in a 0 before the number

“The price of liberty is eternal
vigilance”
Lest We Forget
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